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Rapid Reasoning | In a Nutshell

The questions this week re-cap all the new objectives 
introduced throughout weeks 13–24, focusing on 
multiplication and division, fractions, statistics  
and measurement. 

We hope your class enjoys this one week trial of Rapid 
Reasoning. To find more free resources visit 
mathshub.thirdspacelearning.com.
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Q2Q1 William wants to find 2
8  of £24.

To do this, he divides 24 by 8 and says, 
“The answer to 2

8  of 24 is 3!”

This table shows the number of song 
downloads four rock bands get in a week.

Is William correct? YES / NO. Explain your 
answer.

Compare the downloads each band gets.

Write the symbols =, < or > so that each 
statement is correct.

1 mark

2 marks

Band name Number of downloads

The Footprints 837

Rock Monster 738

The New Armadillos 873

All That Jazz 783

All That Jazz Rock Monster

The Footprints The New Armadillos

Year 3 | Week 24 | Day 1Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q3 There are 683 people at a cricket match.

476 of them are adults.

75 of them are under 6.

The rest are 6–18 year-olds.

How many are 6–18 year-olds?  
Show your working.

2 marks

6–18 year-olds

Year 3 | Week 24 | Day 1Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q2Q1 William wants to find 2
8  of £24.

To do this, he divides 24 by 8 and says, 
“The answer to 2

8  of 24 is 3!”

This table shows the number of song 
downloads four rock bands get in a week.

Is William correct? YES / NO. Explain your 
answer.

Compare the downloads each band gets.

Write the symbols =, < or > so that each 
statement is correct.

1 mark

No
See mark scheme

for example

2 marks

Band name Number of downloads

The Footprints 837

Rock Monster 738

The New Armadillos 873

All That Jazz 783

All That Jazz > Rock Monster

The Footprints < The New Armadillos

Rapid Reasoning | Answers
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6–18 year-olds132

Q3 There are 683 people at a cricket match.

476 of them are adults.

75 of them are under 6.

The rest are 6–18 year-olds.

How many are 6–18 year-olds?  
Show your working.

2 marks

Rapid Reasoning | Answers
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 No. William needs to divide by 8 to find 1
8 , but then 

multiply by 2 to find 2
8 . The answer is 6.

Award ONE mark for appropriate answer as well as 
recognition that William is not correct.

1

Q2 >, <

Award ONE mark for each correct symbol.

2

Q3 132

Award TWO marks for a correct answer.

Award ONE mark for a complete method, with no 
more than one arithmetic error.

2 An acceptable method might be to use vertical 
subtraction for each step:

6 8 13

− 4 7 6

2 0 7

2 10 7

− 7 5

1 3 2

\ \17

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme
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Q1 Q3

Q2

A librarian keeps a record of the types  
of fiction books people take out.

This table shows her results.

Year 3 performs a rhythm by clicking their 
fingers and stomping their feet

click, click, click, STOMP!  
click, click, click, STOMP! 

As they click and stomp, they count in ones.

1 mark

2 marks

1 mark

Type of book Number of loans

Crime 15

Thriller 29

Historical 12

Romance 11

Humour

Western 17

Circle  of a group of 10 raspberries in two 
different ways.

9 fewer people enjoy historical books than 
humour.

Complete the table to show this fact.

Will the number 54 be a click or a stomp? 
Explain your answer.

4
10

Year 3 | Week 24 | Day 2Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q1 Q3

Q2

A librarian keeps a record of the types  
of fiction books people take out.

This table shows her results.

Year 3 performs a rhythm by clicking their 
fingers and stomping their feet

click, click, click, STOMP!  
click, click, click, STOMP! 

As they click and stomp, they count in ones.

1 mark

2 marks

1 mark

Type of book Number of loans

Crime 15

Thriller 29

Historical 12

Romance 11

Humour 21
Western 17

Circle  of a group of 10 raspberries in two 
different ways.

9 fewer people enjoy historical books than 
humour.

Complete the table to show this fact.

Will the number 54 be a click or a stomp? 
Explain your answer.

A click
See mark scheme 

for example

4
10

Rapid Reasoning | Answers
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 The number 54 will be a click because it is not a 
multiple of 4. The stomps are on multiples of 4.

1

Q2 4 raspberries circled differently in both diagrams.

Award ONE mark for each different method.

2

Q3 Table completed to show 21 in the humour section. 1

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme
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Q1 Q2

Q3

What could Jayden have bought? Show TWO 
different possibilities.

What is the mystery shape?

1)

2)

Some children are measuring the perimeter 
of a square.

Harry says, “I need to measure all four sides 
to find the perimeter.”

Kyle says, “That’s not true! You just need  
to measure two sides and you can still find 
the answer!”

Sara says, “You’re both wrong! You only 
need to measure one side!”

Chris has a picture of a mystery 2D shape.

He says, “It has three angles: one is a right 
angle and two are not right angles.”

The school healthy tuck shop sells apples  
for 20p, bananas for 25p and a cupful  
of dried fruit for 35p.

Jayden starts with £1.

He buys some food and has 10p change.

2 marks

1 mark

Explain who is correct and why.

1 mark

Year 3 | Week 24 | Day 3Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q1 Q2

Q3

What could Jayden have bought? Show TWO 
different possibilities.

What is the mystery shape?

1)

2)

A right-angled triangle

two bananas and two apples

two cups of dried fruit  
and an apple

Some children are measuring the perimeter 
of a square.

Harry says, “I need to measure all four sides 
to find the perimeter.”

Kyle says, “That’s not true! You just need  
to measure two sides and you can still find 
the answer!”

Sara says, “You’re both wrong! You only 
need to measure one side!”

Chris has a picture of a mystery 2D shape.

He says, “It has three angles: one is a right 
angle and two are not right angles.”

The school healthy tuck shop sells apples  
for 20p, bananas for 25p and a cupful  
of dried fruit for 35p.

Jayden starts with £1.

He buys some food and has 10p change.

2 marks

1 mark

Explain who is correct and why.

1 mark

Sara
See mark scheme 

for example

Rapid Reasoning | Answers
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 All the side lengths of a square are equal, so if Sara 
knows one length, she can multiply this by 4 to find 
the perimeter.

1

Q2 Accept any two answers that add to make 90p, e.g.

two bananas and two apples

two cups of dried fruit and an apple.

Award ONE mark for each unique combination.

2

Q3 A right-angled triangle 1

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme
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Q2

Q3

Max puts 12 number cards on a table top. 
He turns three of them the right way up 
and the rest are face down.

Max says, “I can see numbers on 1
3  of the 

cards.”

Micah is trying to solve this problem:

“If Mrs Brown’s dogs eat 4 bags of dog food 
every 3 weeks, how many bags will they eat 
in 21 weeks?”

He says, “I am going to draw a bar model 
to help me find the answer.” 

Draw the bar model that Micah can use to 
help him solve the problem.

Is Max correct? YES / NO. Explain your 
answer.

2 marks

1 mark

Q1 This number pattern is made by adding 
9 and then subtracting 6.

12 ➝ 21 ➝ 15 ➝ 24 ➝ 18 ➝ 27

Complete the next three numbers in the 
sequence.

1 mark

Year 3 | Week 24 |  Day 4Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q2

Q3

Max puts 12 number cards on a table top. 
He turns three of them the right way up 
and the rest are face down.

Max says, “I can see numbers on 1
3  of the 

cards.”

Micah is trying to solve this problem:

“If Mrs Brown’s dogs eat 4 bags of dog food 
every 3 weeks, how many bags will they eat 
in 21 weeks?”

He says, “I am going to draw a bar model  
to help me find the answer.” 

Draw the bar model that Micah can use to 
help him solve the problem.

Is Max correct? YES / NO. Explain your 
answer.

2 marks

No
See mark scheme 

for example

1 mark

Q1 This number pattern is made by adding  
9 and then subtracting 6.

12 ➝ 21 ➝ 15 ➝ 24 ➝ 18 ➝ 27

Complete the next three numbers in the 
sequence.

21 30 24

1 mark

3 weeks 3 weeks 3 weeks 3 weeks 3 weeks 3 weeks 3 weeks

4 bags 4 bags 4 bags 4 bags 4 bags 4 bags 4 bags

21 weeks

28 bags

Rapid Reasoning | Answers Year 3 | Week 24 |  Day 4
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 21, 30, 24

Award TWO marks for all three correct numbers.

Award ONE mark for only the first number correct.

2

Q2 No. 3 out of 12 ( 3
12 ) is the same as 1

4 , not 1
3 .

Award ONE mark for an appropriate explanation as 
well as the recognition that Max is not correct.

1

Q3

3 weeks 3 weeks 3 weeks 3 weeks 3 weeks 3 weeks 3 weeks

4 bags 4 bags 4 bags 4 bags 4 bags 4 bags 4 bags

21 weeks

28 bags

1

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme Year 3 | Week 24 |  Day 4
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Q2 Max puts 12 number cards on a table top. 
He turns three of them the right way up 
and the rest are face down.

Max says, “I can see numbers on 1
3  of the 

cards.”

Is Max correct? YES / NO. Explain your 
answer.

No
See mark scheme 

for example

1 mark

Rapid Reasoning | Modelled Question

© Third Space Learning 2019. You may photocopy this page.

Year 3 | Week 24 | Day 4

This question is designed to assess children’s ability to recognise 
and find fractions of a discrete set of objects. Specifically,  
they are expected to identify whether 1

3  of 12 is 3.

Some children may think that the statement is correct 
because they link the denominator of the fraction directly 
with the number of cards turned over. So, they think that 1

3  
of a number will be 3, 1

4  of a number will be 4 and so on.

Some children may understand that the statement is 
incorrect, but do not recognise how to identify what  
3 out of 12 cards is as a fraction and so find it difficult to 
provide a reasoned justification for their answer.

What are examiners looking for?

Why are we asking this question?

What common errors do we expect to see?



=

Year 3 | Week 24 |  Day 4
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Rapid Reasoning | Modelled Question (continued)

Encourage children to sketch a bar model to represent the 
problem. Ask them how many the whole will be worth and 
how many parts the whole should be split into. Children’s  
bar models should to prove that 1

3  of 12 is not equal to 3  
(i.e. that the statement is incorrect:

Encourage them to find a way to prove what fraction 3 out of 
12 cards represents. They should write this initially as 3

12  and 
then seek to simplify the fraction into a unit fraction. 

How to encourage children to solve this question

12

3

?

1

12 cards

4 cards 4 cards 4 cards

1
3



Q1

Q2

Q3Krishna uses £5 to buy three pens from  
an art store.

Each pen costs the same.

She is given a £1 coin, a 50p coin and two 
10p coins as her change.

Jermaine starts with the number 682.

He then presses the buttons three times 
altogether.

He says, “I am not telling you which three 
buttons I pressed or in which order!”

Isla chooses two of these numbers to add 
together.

She says, “I have to exchange twice to find 
the answer.”

Find Isla’s two numbers and calculate her 
answer. Show your working.How much does one pen cost?

Write all the possible scores that Jermaine 
could have now.

2 marks

2 marks

1 mark

Year 3 | Week 24 | Day 5Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q1

Q2

Q3Krishna uses £5 to buy three pens from  
an art store.

Each pen costs the same.

She is given a £1 coin, a 50p coin and two 
10p coins as her change.

Jermaine starts with the number 682.

He then presses the buttons three times 
altogether.

He says, “I am not telling you which three 
buttons I pressed or in which order!”

Isla chooses two of these numbers to add 
together.

She says, “I have to exchange twice to find 
the answer.”

Find Isla’s two numbers and calculate her 
answer. Show your working.How much does one pen cost?

Write all the possible scores that Jermaine 
could have now.

2 marks

2 marks

£1.10

382, 492, 602, 712 
1 mark

4 3 5

+ 3 8 7

8 2 2

Rapid Reasoning | Answers
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 £1.10 or £1 and 10p

Award TWO marks for a correct answer.

Award ONE mark for a complete method, with no 
more than one arithmetic error.

2 An acceptable method might be:

£1 + 50p + 10p + 10p = £1.70

£5 − £1.70 = £3.30

£3.30 ÷ 3 = £1.10 

Q2 382, 492, 602, 712 

Award TWO marks for all four correct numbers.

Award ONE mark for two correct numbers (and no 
incorrect answers) or all four numbers with one 
incorrect.

2

Q3 4 3 5

+ 3 8 7

8 2 2

1

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme
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Specialist 1-to-1 maths interventions  
and curriculum resources

Rapid Reasoning

Year 4 | Week 24



Rapid Reasoning | In a Nutshell

The questions this week continue to re-cap all the new 
objectives introduced throughout weeks 13–21, focusing  
on multiplication and division, fractions and measurement. 

We hope your class enjoys this one week trial of Rapid 
Reasoning. To find more free resources visit 
mathshub.thirdspacelearning.com.

Year 4 | Week 24
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Q1 Q3

Complete the missing boxes. 

2 marks

1,160 263

Q2

How many packs does he need to buy? 

Small yoyos are sold in packs of 3.

Liam has 34 children coming to his party. 
He wants to give them all a yoyo.

This sequence decreases by 299 each time.

1 mark

packs
Fill in the missing digits in this calculation.

2 marks

4 6 7

+ 3 7 6

3 3 2

Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 1Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q1 Q3

Complete the missing boxes. 

2 marks

1,459 1,160 861 562 263

Q2

How many packs does he need to buy? 

Small yoyos are sold in packs of 3.

Liam has 34 children coming to his party. 
He wants to give them all a yoyo.

This sequence decreases by 299 each time.

1 mark

packs
Fill in the missing digits in this calculation.

2 marks

4 5 6 7

+ 3 7 6 5

8 3 3 2

12

Rapid Reasoning | Answers Year 4 | Week 24 |  Day 1
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 Award TWO marks for all three numbers completed 
correctly. 

1,459 1,160 861 562 263

Award ONE mark for two numbers completed 
correctly.

2

Q2 Award TWO marks for all three digits added correctly.

4 5 6 7

+ 3 7 6 5

8 3 3 2

Award ONE mark for two digits added correctly.

2

Q3 12 1

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 1
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Q1

Q2 Write the missing number to make this 
division correct. 

Toby makes a number out of these digit 
cards.

The coldest temperature recorded in Oslo 
is −21°C.

The warmest temperature recorded in Oslo 
is 31°C.

Toby says, “My number is even. The 
hundreds digit is greater than 5.”

1 mark

1 mark

Q3

76 ÷ = 0.76

What is the difference between the warmest 
and coldest temperature recorded in Oslo?

What is Toby’s number? 

584

1 mark

°C

Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 2Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q1

Q2 Write the missing number to make this 
division correct. 

Toby makes a number out of these digit 
cards.

The coldest temperature recorded in Oslo 
is −21°C.

The warmest temperature recorded in Oslo 
is 31°C.

Toby says, “My number is even. The 
hundreds digit is greater than 5.”

1 mark

1 mark

Q3

76 ÷ 100 = 0.76

What is the difference between the warmest 
and coldest temperature recorded in Oslo?

What is Toby’s number? 

584

458 1 mark

°C52

Rapid Reasoning | Answers Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 2
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 854 1

Q2 100 1

Q3 52°C 1

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 2
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Q3 Round these numbers to the nearest whole 
number.

2 marks

6.4 rounded to the nearest whole number is 

7.7 rounded to the nearest whole number is 

5.5 rounded to the nearest whole number is 

Q1 What is the area of this shape? 

Q2 Complete this statement so it is correct. 

1 mark

squares

1 mark

× 12 = 192

Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 3Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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squares

Q3 Round these numbers to the nearest whole 
number.

2 marks

6.4 rounded to the nearest whole number is 6

7.7 rounded to the nearest whole number is 8

5.5 rounded to the nearest whole number is 6

Q1 What is the area of this shape? 

Q2 Complete this statement so it is correct. 

1 mark

30

1 mark

16 × 12 = 192

Rapid Reasoning | Answers Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 3
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 30 squares 1

Q2 16 1

Q3 Award TWO marks for all three numbers completed 
correctly.

6.4 rounded to the nearest whole number is 6

7.7 rounded to the nearest whole number is 8

5.5 rounded to the nearest whole number is 6

Award ONE mark for two numbers completed 
correctly.

2

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 3
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Q1

Q2

Q3Complete this table. 

2 marks

2 marks

Rounded to the 
nearest 100

Rounded to the 
nearest 1,000

8,886

10,933

19,992

Use each digit card each to make these 
statements correct.

Use two cards to make a fraction that 
is less than 0.5.

Here are 3 digit cards.

Here are some digit cards.

8 9 < 889

9 42 > 8732

3581 < 35 3

879

241 65

1 mark

Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 4Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q1

Q2

Q3Complete this table. 

2 marks

2 marks

Rounded to the 
nearest 100

Rounded to the 
nearest 1,000

8,886 8,900 9,000

10,933 10,900 11,000

19,992 20,000 20,000

Use each digit card each to make these 
statements correct.

Use two cards to make a fraction that 
is less than 0.5.

Here are 3 digit cards.

Here are some digit cards.

8 7 9 < 889

9 9 42 > 8732

3581 < 35 8 3

879

241 65

1 mark

4

1

Rapid Reasoning | Answers Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 4
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 Rounded to the 
nearest 100

Rounded to the 
nearest 1,000

8,886 8,900 9,000

10,933 10,900 11,000

19,992 20,000 20,000

Award TWO marks for all three correctly completed. 

Award ONE mark for two correctly completed.

2

Q2 879 < 889

9942 > 8732

3581 < 3583

Award ONE mark for two digits places correctly.

2

Q3 1
4  OR 2

5  OR 2
6

1

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 4
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This question is designed to assess children’s ability to 
recognise and write fraction equivalents of decimal numbers 
(specifically, being able to identify what 0.5 is equal to and 
solving the problem accordingly).

Some children may think that the digits used should 
necessarily be less than 5 (because the decimal contains this 
digit). This may result in a correct answer but given for the 
wrong reasons ( 1

4 ) or may result in an incorrect answer ( 1
2 ).

Some children may think that 0.5 is equal to 1
5  (because they 

both feature the same 5 digit) and so may give the only 
possible fraction less than this as an answer ( 1

6 ). In the same 
way, some children may answer correctly (but for the wrong 
reasons), because they think, for example, that 1

4  is equal to 
0.4 and is therefore less than 0.5.

What are examiners looking for? Why are we asking this question?

What common errors do we expect to see?

Q3

Use two cards to make a fraction that 
is less than 0.5.

Here are some digit cards.

or or

241 65

1 mark

6

2

5

2

4

1

Rapid Reasoning | Modelled Question Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 4
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To begin with, it is important that children recognise that  
0.5 is equal to 1

2 . If they are unsure of this, encourage them 
children to consider which column the 5 digit is in (they  
may find a place-value grid helpful to visualise this) and  
then to write this as a fraction (5 tenths = 5

10 ). Children can
sketch a fraction strip to help see that 5

10  = 1
2 .

If children have identified that they are looking for a fraction 
that is less than 1

2 , but are unsure which fractions this is  
true of, encourage them to make different fractions using  
the available digits and sketch further fraction strips. They 
should shade in the various fractions until they find one that 
is less than 1

2 . There are several possible answers, so they 
should not need to go through many examples until they find 
a fraction that is correct. 

How to encourage children to solve this question 

Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 4Rapid Reasoning | Modelled Question (continued)
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Q1 Q2

Q3

How many bulbs did Mia plant altogether?

Mia is a gardener.

She plants 4 large packets of bulbs and 
3 small packets of bulbs.

Each large packet contains 28 bulbs. 

Each small packet contains 18 bulbs.

Put these numbers in order starting with 
the smallest.

Write the answers to the calculations below.

1 mark

2 marks

Smallest

0.2 0.31 3.1 0.02 2.06

2 marks

bulbs

15 × 100 =

15 ÷ 10 =

× 10 = 1,500

÷ 100 = 150

Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 5Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q1 Q2

Q3

How many bulbs did Mia plant altogether?

Mia is a gardener.

She plants 4 large packets of bulbs and  
3 small packets of bulbs.

Each large packet contains 28 bulbs. 

Each small packet contains 18 bulbs.

Put these numbers in order starting with 
the largest.

Write the answers to the calculations below.

1 mark

2 marks

Largest 3.1
2.06

0.31

0.2

0.02

0.2 0.31 3.1 0.02 2.06

2 marks

bulbs

15 × 100 = 1,500

15 ÷ 10 = 1.5

150 × 10 = 1,500

15,000 ÷ 100 = 150

166

Rapid Reasoning | Answers Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 5
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 166 bulbs

Award TWO marks for the correct answer.

Award ONE mark for evidence of a complete method, 
with up to one arithmetic error, for example:

4 × 28 = 112

3 × 18 = 54

112 + 54 = wrong answer.

2

Q2 3.1 2.06 0.31 0.2 0.02 1

Q3 Award TWO marks for all four numbers completed 
correctly.

15 × 100 = 1,500

15 ÷ 10 = 1.5

150 × 10 = 1,500

15,000 ÷ 100 = 150

Award ONE mark for three numbers completed 
correctly. 

2

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme Year 4 | Week 24 | Day 5
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Specialist 1-to-1 maths interventions 
and curriculum resources

Rapid Reasoning

Year 5 | Week 24



Rapid Reasoning | In a Nutshell

The questions this week continue to re-cap all the new 
objectives introduced throughout weeks 13–23, focusing on 
fractions and proportionality.

We hope your class enjoys this one week trial of Rapid 
Reasoning. To find more free resources visit 
mathshub.thirdspacelearning.com.

Year 5 | Week 24

© Third Space Learning 2019. You may photocopy this page.
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Use rounding to estimate the total distance 
he will travel.

What is the difference between your 
estimated total and the actual distance  
he travels?

What is Number B?

Number A is 241,329 greater than Number B.

Number A is 632,118.

A lorry driver is planning three journeys 
across Europe.

He knows that the distances are 298km, 
146km and 302km, but he wants to make  
a quick estimate of the total distance he 
will travel.

Q1 Q2

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

B =

a

b

Year 5 | Week 24 |  Day 1Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Which of these bar models could you use  
to find the product of 5 and 2

3 ?
Q3

1 mark

A

C

B

2
3

2
3

2
3

Year 5 | Week 24 |  Day 1Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Use rounding to estimate the total distance 
he will travel.

What is the difference between your 
estimated total and the actual distance 
he travels?

What is Number B?

Number A is 241,329 greater than Number B.

Number A is 632,118.

A lorry driver is planning three journeys 
across Europe.

He knows that the distances are 298km, 
146km and 302km, but he wants to make 
a quick estimate of the total distance he 
will travel.

Q1 Q2

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

B =

a

b

300 + 150 + 300 = 750km

4km

390,789

Rapid Reasoning | Answers Year 5 | Week 24 |  Day 1
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Which of these bar models could you use 
to find the product of 5 and 2

3 ?
Q3

1 mark

C

A

C

B

2
3

2
3

2
3

Rapid Reasoning | Answers Year 5 | Week 24 |  Day 1
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 390,789 1

Q2a 300 + 150 + 300 = 750km 1

Q2b 4km 1 This answer is based on the actual distance  
of 746km (298 + 146 + 302 = 746) and the estimate 
described in Q2a. Accept any other reasonable 
estimate, which may give a different answer  
to Q2b when subtracted.

Q3 C 1

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme Year 5 | Week 24 |  Day 1
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This question is designed to assess children’s ability to 
subtract numbers with more than four digits (in this case, 
both numbers have six digits).

The use of the phrase ‘greater than’ in the question may 
lead some children to think that they need to add the two 
numbers together to find the answer. Children who make this 
error will give an incorrect answer of 873,447.

To find the answer using subtraction, children will need 
to exchange four different digits. They may not recognise 
that they need to do this. For example, they may simply 
subtract the smaller from the larger digit each time, without 
considering in which number it appears. Children who make 
this error may give an incorrect answer of 411,211.

What are examiners looking for? Why are we asking this question?

What common errors do we expect to see?

What is Number B?

Number A is 241,329 greater than Number B.

Number A is 632,118.

Q1

1 mark

B = 390,789

Rapid Reasoning | Modelled Question Year 5 | Week 24 |  Day 1
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In order to encourage children to recognise that this problem 
requires subtraction, ask them to quickly sketch a bar model 
to represent the problem. They should recognise that 241,329 
is the difference between 632,118 and the smaller Number B.

It is important that children are able to recognise that a 
formal written method (vertical subtraction) is the most 
efficient way to subtract these numbers. Encourage them  
to set both numbers out vertically. Using place-value 
counters to model the numbers on a place-value grid may 
help children exchange between columns as they can —  
for example:  physically exchange one ten counter for ten 
ones counters. To build links between the concrete and  
the abstract, encourage children to write their calculation 
too and to mirror each change they make using the counters 
in their written calculation.

How to encourage children to solve this question

632,118

? 241,329

Year 5 | Week 24 |  Day 1
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Q1 Q3

Q2

What is number A?

How much money did the club shop receive 
by selling the shirts?

Complete the missing fractions.

Number A is increased by 45.

The new number is 311 more than 479.

Walton Wanderers’ new shirt costs £29.

In the first month after it was launched, 
the club shop sold 1,573 shirts.

54 shirts were returned because they did 
not fit.

2 marks

A =

2 marks

− =

− =

8

2

4

3

9

1

3

2

2 marks

Year 5 | Week 24 | Day 2Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q1 Q3

Q2

What is number A?

How much money did the club shop receive 
by selling the shirts?

Complete the missing fractions.

Number A is increased by 45.

The new number is 311 more than 479.

Walton Wanderers’ new shirt costs £29.

In the first month after it was launched,  
the club shop sold 1,573 shirts.

54 shirts were returned because they did 
not fit.

2 marks

2 marks

− =

− =

8

2

8

4

4

3

9

1

9

7

3

2

2 marks

£44,051

A = 745

Rapid Reasoning | Answers
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 745

Award TWO marks for the correct answer.

Award ONE mark for a correct method with one 
arithmetic error.

2

Q2 4
8  (accept 2

4  OR 1
2 ), 7

9

Award ONE mark for each answer.

2

Q3 £44,051

Award TWO marks for a correct answer.

Award ONE mark for a correct method with one 
arithmetic error.

2 An appropriate method could be:

1,573 − 54 = 1,519

1,000 500 10 9

20 20,000 10,000 200 180

9 9,000 4,500 90 81

2 0, 0 0 0
1 0, 0 0 0

9, 0 0 0
4, 5 0 0

2 0 0
1 8 0

9 0
+ 8 1

4 4, 0 5 1

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme
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Tick the best calculation for him to use 
as an estimate.

Q1 Q2

Is Ella correct? YES / NO 

Explain your answer.

A football player is offered a signing on fee 
of £27,978 plus £15,982 in bonuses.

He wants to do a quick mental calculation 
to estimate the amount he will be getting.

Ella is ordering these fraction cards.

She says, “One fraction is less than a half, 
one equals a half and two of the fractions 
are the same.”

1 mark

A) £27,000 + £15,000 = £42,000

C) £28,000 + £16,000 = £44,000

B) £28,000 + £15,000 = £43,000

D) £27,000 + £16,000 = £43,000

1 mark

4
14

8
14

7
14

4
7

Year 5 | Week 24 | Day 3Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q3

What mistake has Georgia made?

1 mark

Georgia is describing the vertices 
of a triangle marked on a grid.

She says, “The coordinates are (3,4), 
(3,7) and (8,7).”

0

0

21 3 4 5 6 7 8 109

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

y

x
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Tick the best calculation for him to use  
as an estimate.

Q1 Q2

Is Ella correct? YES / NO 

Explain your answer.

A football player is offered a signing on fee 
of £27,978 plus £15,982 in bonuses.

He wants to do a quick mental calculation 
to estimate the amount he will be getting.

Ella is ordering these fraction cards.

She says, “One fraction is less than a half, 
one equals a half and two of the fractions 
are the same.”

1 mark

A) £27,000 + £15,000 = £42,000

C) £28,000 + £16,000 = £44,000 ✓

B) £28,000 + £15,000 = £43,000 

D) £27,000 + £16,000 = £43,000 

1 mark

See mark scheme 
for example

4
14

8
14

7
14

4
7

Rapid Reasoning | Answers
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Q3

What mistake has Georgia made?

1 mark

Georgia is describing the vertices 
of a triangle marked on a grid.

She says, “The coordinates are (3,4), 
(3,7) and (8,7).”

0

0

21 3 4 5 6 7 8 109

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

y

x

See mark scheme

for example

Rapid Reasoning | Answers
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 C 1

Q2 YES — Ella is correct:
4
14  is less than a half, 7

14  equals a half and 4
7  and 8

14
are the same.

1

Q3 Georgia has mixed-up the x and y coordinates and 
so each pair is the wrong way around.

1

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme
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Q1 Q2Calculate the answer to each division and 
then write >, < or = to compare them.

What are the coordinates of the fourth 
vertex?

3,210 ÷ 5 2,568 ÷ 4

2 marks

These points show three vertices of a square.

Jamina moves the top two vertices upwards 
so that the square becomes a rectangle.

Write the coordinates of where the new 
points could be.

a

b
1 mark

1 mark

( , )

( , ) ( , )and

0

0

21 3 4 5 6 7 8 109

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

y

x

Year 5 | Week 24 | Day 4Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q3 A road is being painted at a rate of 3
5 km 

every hour.

How many kilometres will be painted in  
an 8-hour working day? Write your answer 
as a mixed number.

1 mark

km

Year 5 | Week 24 | Day 4Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q1 Q2Calculate the answer to each division and 
then write >, < or = to compare them.

What are the coordinates of the fourth 
vertex?

3,210 ÷ 5 = 2,568 ÷ 4

2 marks

These points show three vertices of a square.

Jamina moves the top two vertices upwards 
so that the square becomes a rectangle.

Write the coordinates of where the new 
points could be.

a

b
1 mark

1 mark

( 6 , 7 )

( 2 , 8 ) ( 6 , 8 )and

0

0

21 3 4 5 6 7 8 109

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

y

x

Rapid Reasoning | Answers
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Q3 A road is being painted at a rate of 3
5 km 

every hour.

How many kilometres will be painted in  
an 8-hour working day? Write your answer 
as a mixed number.

km4 4
5

1 mark

Rapid Reasoning | Answers
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 3,210 ÷ 5 = 2,568 ÷ 4

Award TWO marks for a correct symbol or for clear 
working showing that both answers equal 642.

Award ONE mark for a correct method, but with one 
arithmetic error.

2

Q2a (6,7) 1

Q2b Award the mark for any of the following three pairs:

(2,8) and (6,8)

(2,9) and (6,9)

OR (2,10) and (6,10)

1

Q3 4 4
5 km 1

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme
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Q1

b

a

Q2

Which child takes 3 minutes and 50 
seconds?

How many metres do the children run?

What could Amir’s number be when 
rounded to the nearest 100? Give two 
possible answers.

1 mark

1 mark

This table shows the number of seconds 
it takes three children to run around the 
school playing field.

The distance around the field is 0.45km.

Amir makes a six-digit number out of these 
digit cards.

Amir’s number is 500,000 when rounded 
to the nearest 100,000.

His number is also 500,000 when rounded 
to the nearest 10,000.

m

2 marks

Name Amy Brandon Carl

Time (seconds) 200 230 350

7912 43

1)

2)

Year 5 | Week 24 | Day 5Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q3

b

a How many more times was the monster 
spotted on Friday than on Tuesday?

There was an increase in sightings of 50% 
between two of the days. Which two days 
were these? 

1 mark

1 mark

This bar graph shows the number of 
reported sightings of the Loch Ness Monster 
during one week in August.

N
um

be
r o

f s
ig

ht
in

gs

Day of the week

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

1
0

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

y

x

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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Q1

b

a

Q2

Which child takes 3 minutes and 50 
seconds?

How many metres do the children run?

What could Amir’s number be when 
rounded to the nearest 100? Give two 
possible answers.

1 mark

1 mark

This table shows the number of seconds 
it takes three children to run around the 
school playing field.

The distance around the field is 0.45km.

Amir makes a six-digit number out of these 
digit cards.

Amir’s number is 500,000 when rounded 
to the nearest 100,000.

His number is also 500,000 when rounded 
to the nearest 10,000.

m

Brandon

2 marks

Name Amy Brandon Carl

Time (seconds) 200 230 350

7912 43

1)

497,300

2)

497,100

450

Rapid Reasoning | Answers
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Q3

b

a How many more times was the monster 
spotted on Friday than on Tuesday?

There was an increase in sightings of 50% 
between two of the days. Which two days 
were these? 

1 mark

1 mark

This bar graph shows the number of 
reported sightings of the Loch Ness Monster 
during one week in August.

11

Thursday and Friday

N
um

be
r o

f s
ig

ht
in

gs

Day of the week

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

1
0

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

y

x

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Rapid Reasoning | Answers
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1a Brandon 1

Q1b 450m 1

Q2 Accept any two out of:

497,300 497,200 OR 497,100

Award ONE mark for each different answer.

2

Q3a 11 1

Q3a Thursday and Friday 1 The reasoning for this answer is as follows:

There were 12 sightings on Thursday.

A 50% increase in this amount means + 6.

12 + 6 = 18 sightings on Friday.

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme
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Specialist 1-to-1 maths interventions 
and curriculum resources

Rapid Reasoning

Year 6 |  Week 24



Year 6 |  Week 24Rapid Reasoning | In a Nutshell

The questions this week continue to re-cap all the new 
objectives introduced throughout weeks 13–23, focusing on 
fractions and proportionality.

We hope your class enjoys this one week trial of Rapid 
Reasoning. To find more free resources visit 
mathshub.thirdspacelearning.com.

© Third Space Learning 2018. You may photocopy this page.
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cm3

Q1 Q2This large cuboid has been made by 
stacking shipping containers on a boat.

Each individual shipping container has  
a length of 6m, a width of 4m and a height 
of 3m.

What is the volume of the large cuboid?

Use the words always, sometimes or never 
to complete these sentences.

2 marks

2 marks

6m

3m

4m

A number with an even number of factors is

A number with only two factors is

a square number.

Cube numbers are odd.

a prime number.

Year 6 |  Week 24 |  Day 1Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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1 mark

Q3 Three of these conversions will need the 
same operation to solve. Tick three boxes  
to show which they are. Q 4

Challenge Question

Chen has drawn a version of his initial to 
make a sticker in the shape of the letter C.

He decides to increase it in size by a scale factor.

Here are both shapes:

What scale factor has Chen used?

What is length C on Chen’s original design?
1 mark

1 mark

A scale factor of

cm

Not to scale

15cm
25cm

C
3cm

km ▶ m

g ▶ kg

kg ▶ g

m ▶ mm

cm ▶ m

m ▶ km

a

b

Year 6 |  Week 24 |  Day 1Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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cm3

Q1 Q2This large cuboid has been made by 
stacking shipping containers on a boat.

Each individual shipping container has  
a length of 6m, a width of 4m and a height 
of 3m.

What is the volume of the large cuboid?

Use the words always, sometimes or never 
to complete these sentences.

2 marks

2 marks

6m

3m

4m

A number with an even number of factors is

A number with only two factors is always

never a square number.

Cube numbers are sometimes odd.

a prime number.

864

Rapid Reasoning | Answers Year 6 |  Week 24 |  Day 1
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1 mark

Q3 Three of these conversions will need the 
same operation to solve. Tick three boxes  
to show which they are. Q 4

Challenge Question

Chen has drawn a version of his initial to 
make a sticker in the shape of the letter C.

He decides to increase it in size by a scale factor.

Here are both shapes:

What scale factor has Chen used?

What is length C on Chen’s original design?
1 mark

1 mark

A scale factor of 5

cm

Not to scale

15cm
25cm

C
3cm

km ▶ m ✓

g ▶ kg

kg ▶ g ✓

m ▶ mm ✓

cm ▶ m

m ▶ km

a

b

5

Rapid Reasoning | Answers Year 6 |  Week 24 |  Day 1
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 864m3

Award TWO marks for a correct answer.

Award ONE mark for a correct method, with one 
arithmetic error.

2

Q2 never, always, sometimes 2

Q3 km ▶ m

kg ▶ g

m ▶ mm

1

Q4a A scale factor of 5 1

Q4b 5cm 1

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme Year 6 |  Week 24 |  Day 1
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Q1 Q2827 more than a number A equals 1,530.

490 less than a number B equals 1,973.

Zara’s grandpa is 86 years old.

He says, “Tell me, Zara, how many days old 
am I?”

Write these two statements as two number 
sentences, using the letters A and B to 
represent the unknown numbers.

Work out the answer to Zara’s grandpa’s 
question.

You do not need to include the extra day  
in every leap year in your answer.

2 marks

1 mark

Number sentence 1:

Number sentence 2:

days

Year 6 |  Week 24 | Day 2Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q3 Satpal makes a pattern out of coins.

He uses a table to record the number  
of coins he uses to make each shape.

Tick the rule that can be used to work out the 
number of coins used to make each shape.

How many coins will Satpal need to make 
the 15th shape in the sequence?

1 mark

1 mark

A) Number of coins = Shape number × 3 + 3

B) Number of coins = Shape number + 3

coins

Q 4

Challenge Question

This table gives some information about 
Newgale’s Annual New Year’s Day Sea Swim.

Use the information in the table to help 
you complete the final box. Show your 
working in the space below

2 marks

Shape number 1 2 3 4

Number of coins he uses 6 9 12 15

New 
Year’s  

Day  
Swim

Number of 
swimmers

Number 
of groups

Number in 
each group

Temperature 
of water

1,344 14 Icy!!

a

b

Year 6 |  Week 24 | Day 2Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q1 Q2827 more than a number A equals 1,530.

490 less than a number B equals 1,973.

Zara’s grandpa is 86 years old.

He says, “Tell me, Zara, how many days old 
am I?”

Write these two statements as two number 
sentences, using the letters A and B to 
represent the unknown numbers.

Work out the answer to Zara’s grandpa’s 
question.

You do not need to include the extra day  
in every leap year in your answer.

2 marks

1 mark

Number sentence 1:

A + 827 = 1,530

Number sentence 2:

B – 490 = 1,973

days31,390 

Rapid Reasoning | Answers Year 6 |  Week 24 | Day 2
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Q3 Satpal makes a pattern out of coins.

He uses a table to record the number  
of coins he uses to make each shape.

Tick the rule that can be used to work out the 
number of coins used to make each shape.

How many coins will Satpal need to make 
the 15th shape in the sequence?

1 mark

1 mark

A) Number of coins = Shape number × 3 + 3 ✓

B) Number of coins = Shape number + 3

coins

Q 4

Challenge Question

This table gives some information about 
Newgale’s Annual New Year’s Day Sea Swim.

Use the information in the table to help 
you complete the final box. Show your 
working in the space below

2 marks

Shape number 1 2 3 4

Number of coins he uses 6 9 12 15

New 
Year’s  

Day  
Swim

Number of 
swimmers

Number 
of groups

Number in 
each group

Temperature 
of water

1,344 96 14 Icy!!

a

b

48

Rapid Reasoning | Answers Year 6 |  Week 24 | Day 2
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 Award ONE mark for each correct answer.

Number sentence 1: A + 827 = 1,530

Number sentence 2: B − 490 = 1,973

2 1) Also accept any other number sentences that 
describe the same relationship. For example:

827 + A = 1,530 
1,530 – 827 = A 
1,530 – A = 827

2) Also accept any other number sentences that 
describe the same relationship. For example:

1,973 + 490 = B 
B – 1,973 = 490

Q2 He is 31,390 days old. 1

Q3a Rule A should be ticked. 1

Q3b 48 coins 1

Q4 96

Award TWO marks for a correctly completed table.

Award ONE mark for a correct method with one 
arithmetic error.

2

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme Year 6 |  Week 24 | Day 2
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Q1 Q2

What fraction of the chickens are white? 
Write your answer in two different ways.

What percentage of the chickens are not 
white? 

How many pages have they both read?

Georgia and Amy are reading the same book.

It has 120 pages.

Georgia says, “I have read 3
4  of the book.”

Amy says, “I have only read 2
10  of it.”

Out of 50 chickens on a farm, 32 are brown, 
12 are black and the rest are white.

1 mark

or

a

b

1 mark

%

2 marks

Amy = pages

Georgia = pages

Year 6 |  Week 24 | Day 3Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q3

Which of these numbers could Imran  
be looking at? Tick TWO boxes.

Imran is looking at a number.

He says, “The 4 digit is worth forty 
thousand and the 7 digit is worth more 
than seven hundred thousand.”

Q 4

Challenge Question

Gordon Bakewell — the famous TV chef —  
is making a fund-raising appeal.

He says, “For every £10 that is donated  
to charity by the public in the next hour,  
I will donate £2 of my own money.”

During the hour, a total of £648 is raised  
for charity.

How much of this total was donated  
by the public and how much was donated 
by Gordon Bakewell?

1 mark

7,645,301 

7,543,610 

7,456,130 

6,741,305 

1 mark

Gordon Bakewell: £

Public: £

Year 6 |  Week 24 | Day 3Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Amy = pages

Georgia = pages

Q1 Q2

What fraction of the chickens are white? 
Write your answer in two different ways.

What percentage of the chickens are not 
white? 

How many pages have they both read?

Georgia and Amy are reading the same book.

It has 120 pages.

Georgia says, “I have read 3
4  of the book.”

Amy says, “I have only read 2
10  of it.”

Out of 50 chickens on a farm, 32 are brown, 
12 are black and the rest are white.

1 mark

or

a

b

25

3

50

6

1 mark

%88

90

24

2 marks

Rapid Reasoning | Answers Year 6 |  Week 24 | Day 3
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Q3

Which of these numbers could Imran  
be looking at? Tick TWO boxes.

Imran is looking at a number.

He says, “The 4 digit is worth forty 
thousand and the 7 digit is worth more 
than seven hundred thousand.”

Q 4

Challenge Question

Gordon Bakewell — the famous TV chef —  
is making a fund-raising appeal.

He says, “For every £10 that is donated  
to charity by the public in the next hour,  
I will donate £2 of my own money.”

During the hour, a total of £648 is raised  
for charity.

How much of this total was donated  
by the public and how much was donated 
by Gordon Bakewell?

1 mark

7,645,301 ✓

7,543,610 ✓

7,456,130 

6,741,305 

1 mark

Gordon Bakewell: £

Public: £ 540

108

Rapid Reasoning | Answers Year 6 |  Week 24 | Day 3
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1a Accept any two fractions equivalent to 12
100 .

Other fractions include 6
50  and 3

25 .

1

Q1b 88% 1

Q2 Georgia = 90 pages

Amy = 24 pages

Award ONE mark for each correct answer.

2

Q3 7,645,301 

7,543,610

Award ONE mark for both boxes ticked (and only 
these boxes ticked).

1

Q4 Public: £540

Gordon Bakewell: £108

1

Rapid Reasoning | Mark Scheme Year 6 |  Week 24 | Day 3
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This question is designed to assess children’s ability to solve 
problems involving the relative sizes of two quantities, where 
missing values can be found by using integer multiplication 
and division facts.

Some children may use incorrect operations to solve  
the problem using the three given numbers. For example, 
they may think that they need to multiply 648 by 10 and  
also by 2 to find the two amounts.

Not necessarily an error, some children may use an  
inefficient method to find the answer, writing out a large 
table to work through all the possibilities until they reach  
a total amount of 648.

What are examiners looking for? Why are we asking this question?

What common errors do we expect to see?

Q 4

Challenge Question

Gordon Bakewell — the famous TV chef —  
is making a fund-raising appeal.

He says, “For every £10 that is donated  
to charity by the public in the next hour,  
I will donate £2 of my own money.”

During the hour, a total of £648 is raised  
for charity.

How much of this total was donated  
by the public and how much was donated 
by Gordon Bakewell?

1 mark

Gordon Bakewell: £

Public: £ 540

108
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Unlike the modelled question for Week 23, this ratio  
problem is not best solved through the use of a table.  
Such a table would need 54 rows before children arrive  
at the answer! Instead, a bar model may be a useful 
approach. Children should model the total amount of 648  
as a strip split into twelve equal parts (where 10 represent 
the public’s share and 2 represent the chef’s share). 

They can then see that — to find the answer — they need  
to divide by 12 to find the value of one part and then use this 
to find the value of ten and two parts respectively. 

How to encourage children to solve this question 

648

Public's share Chef's share
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Q1 Q2

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

b

a

Year 6 |  Week 24 | Day 4

Shaun is trying to use division to calculate 
7
8  as a decimal.

He says, “It is not possible because I can’t 
divide 7 by 8.”

This table shows the attendances at four 
World Cup rugby matches.

How many more people watched Match 1 
than Match 2?

Shaun is not correct. What is   as a 
decimal?

How many people watched Matches 3 and 
4 altogether?

7
8

Match Attendance

1 Wales v. Fiji 78,025

2 New Zealand v. Argentina 15,006

3 Ireland v. Australia 31,020

4 South Africa v. England 63,547

Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q3

2 marks

Q 4

Challenge Question

The volume of a cuboid is 240cm3.

Its height is 10cm.

What could the cuboid’s length and width 
be? Give two possible answers.

Length = Width = 

Length = Width = 

Answer 1:

Answer 2:

2 marks

Year 6 |  Week 24 | Day 4

What could the numbers be?

Two different numbers add together to 
make an even total less than 20.

Both numbers are greater than 6 and less 
than 12.

Rapid Reasoning | Questions
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Q1 Q2

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

0.875

94,567

63,019

b

a

Shaun is trying to use division to calculate 
7
8  as a decimal.

He says, “It is not possible because I can’t 
divide 7 by 8.”

This table shows the attendances at four 
World Cup rugby matches.

How many more people watched Match 1 
than Match 2?

Shaun is not correct. What is   as a 
decimal?

How many people watched Matches 3 and 
4 altogether?

7
8

Match Attendance

1 Wales v. Fiji 78,025

2 New Zealand v. Argentina 15,006

3 Ireland v. Australia 31,020

4 South Africa v. England 63,547
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Q3

2 marks

Q 4

Challenge Question

The volume of a cuboid is 240cm3.

Its height is 10cm.

What could the cuboid’s length and width 
be? Give two possible answers.

Length = 24cm Width = 1cm

Length = 8cm Width = 3cm

Answer 1:

Answer 2:

2 marks

7 and 9
7 and 11

8 and 10

What could the numbers be?

Two different numbers add together to 
make an even total less than 20.

Both numbers are greater than 6 and less 
than 12.
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 0.875 1

Q2a 63,019 1

Q2b 94,567 1

Q3 7 and 9 
7 and 11 
8 and 10

Award TWO marks for all three pairs of numbers.

Award ONE mark for any two pairs of numbers.

2

Q4 Accept any TWO of the following pairs:

Length = 24cm, Width = 1cm 
Length = 12cm, Width = 2cm 
Length = 8cm, Width = 3cm 
Length = 6cm, Width = 4cm

Award ONE mark for each correct answer.

2 Although it is traditional to use ‘Length’  
to denote the longer dimension, accept any 
answers that are the reverse of those opposite 
(for example, Length = 1cm, Width = 24cm)  
as they still demonstrate understanding of  
the question.
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Q1 Q3

Q2

Year 6 pupils are trying to work out what 
£1,840 shared amongst 32 people would be.

Katie says, “Everyone would get £57.50 each.”

Lucas says, “Everyone would get £57.16 each.”

Molly says, “Everyone would get £57.00 
each, but there will be some left over.”

A computer repair shop uses this formula  
to work out what to charge its customers.

Cost charged (in pounds) = 4 + 10 × the 
number of hours the repair takes

Ben and Cerys take their computer to be 
repaired. 

It takes 3 hours to be fixed.

Ben says, “I think we will be charged £42”.

Cerys says, “I think we will be charged £34”.

1 mark
2 marks

Tick all of the children who are correct.

0.5 × 10 + 8 ÷ 10 =

0.5 × (10 + 8) ÷ 10 =

0.5 × 10 + (8 ÷ 10) =

1 mark

Katie

Molly

Lucas

Year 6 |  Week 24 | Day 5

Who is correct? BEN / CERYS

Explain your answer.

What are the answers to these calculations?
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Q 4

Challenge Question

Two of these calculations have the same 
answer. Which are they? Tick TWO boxes.

1 mark

A) 427,000 ÷ (427 + 573) =

C) 427,000 ÷ 1,000 + 573 = 

D) 427,000 ÷ 427 x 0.427 

B) 427,000 ÷ 427 + 573 = 
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Q1 Q3

Q2

Year 6 pupils are trying to work out what 
£1,840 shared amongst 32 people would be.

Katie says, “Everyone would get £57.50 each.”

Lucas says, “Everyone would get £57.16 each.”

Molly says, “Everyone would get £57.00 
each, but there will be some left over.”

A computer repair shop uses this formula  
to work out what to charge its customers.

Cost charged (in pounds) = 4 + 10 × the 
number of hours the repair takes

Ben and Cerys take their computer to be 
repaired. 

It takes 3 hours to be fixed.

Ben says, “I think we will be charged £42”.

Cerys says, “I think we will be charged £34”.

1 mark
2 marks

Tick all of the children who are correct.

0.5 × 10 + 8 ÷ 10 = 5.8

0.5 × (10 + 8) ÷ 10 = 0.9

0.5 × 10 + (8 ÷ 10) = 5.8

1 mark

Katie ✓

Molly ✓

Lucas Who is correct? BEN / CERYS

Explain your answer.

What are the answers to these calculations?

See mark scheme 
for example
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Q 4

Challenge Question

Two of these calculations have the same 
answer. Which are they? Tick TWO boxes.

1 mark

A) 427,000 ÷ (427 + 573) = ✓

C) 427,000 ÷ 1,000 + 573 = 

D) 427,000 ÷ 427 x 0.427 ✓

B) 427,000 ÷ 427 + 573 = 
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Requirement Mark Additional guidance

Q1 Katie and Molly are correct. 1

Q2 5.8, 0.9, 5.8

Award TWO marks for all three correct answers.

Award ONE mark for any two correct answers.

2

Q3 Cerys is correct. This is because Ben has not used  
the order of operations correctly. The multiplication 
10 × 3 should be completed first and then the addition.

Award the mark where an appropriate explanation 
is provided as well as the recognition that Cerys is 
correct.

1 Accept any other answers that describe the 
correct order of operations.

Q4 A and D are the same. 1
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Times Tables Grids

For more free resources and intervention support go to thirdspacelearning.com

Each pupil could receive a personalised lesson every 

week from our specialist 1-to-1 maths tutors.

• Raise attainment

• Plug any gaps or misconceptions

• Boost confidence

thirdspacelearning.com

0203 771 0095

hello@thirdspacelearning.com

Speak to us:

Do you have a group of pupils who 
need a boost in maths this term?
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